Please note:
TwelveLoaves was written about 19 years ago, in a fragmentary kind of way as
the pennies began to drop by the opening of the mind and was released on the
internet in 2001 together with all the sketches in the window gallery. Since then, I
have written over one thousand pages and continue writing explaining the
embroidery of the so many parabolic disguises of the Hellenic writings and the
mysteries of the elusive Hebrew-Aramaic writings.
The intricate question:
Why did the Lord choose to write the New Testament in the Hellenic language
and the Old in the Hebrew-Aramaic?
Obviously, there is a reason.
The Hellenic, apart from being the language that uses many metaphors to
simplify concepts, is also the language of wisdom whilst the Hebrew is the
language of mystery and imagination.
The Hebrew being the language of mystery and the Hellenic the language of
wisdom, when both languages are put together depict that the mysteries of the
word of God can only be worked out through wisdom.
To prove the very point from another angle and as cryptic clue, on the allegorical
cross three inscriptions were purposely written: Hebrew, Hellenic and Roman,
this denotes that only through wisdom the mysteries of the laws of God can be
understood. Hebrew: the language of mystery, Hellenic: the language of
wisdom and Roman, the language of the law.
This is the reason why Jesus was crucified by the Romans and this is to reveal
that it is the law that crucifies the flesh and only through knowledge, wisdom and
understanding; and therefore, not a physical crucifixion. Otherwise, everyone
who calls himself a Christian would be required to crucify himself physically,
nailed on two poles, since Jesus commands all those who follow Him should
“bear their own cross”.
Crucifixion of the flesh happens within a person, within the mind and heart,
wherefore “Golgotha-Skull” refers to the renewal of the mind and heart, by the
“division” by separating one’s outward from his inward man, one’s animal nature
from one’s humane nature “one’s soul”. This happens only when the enmity is
made manifest within one’s own self, expressed as “the battle between the flesh
and the spirit” until the enmity is removed between the two seeds.
And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed
and her Seed; He shall crush your head, and you shall bruise His heel.
Genesis 3:15
Because the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the
law of God, nor indeed can be. Romans 8:7
For He Himself is our peace, who has made both one, and has broken down
the middle wall of division, having abolished in His flesh the enmity, that is,
the law of commandments contained in ordinances, so as to create in
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Himself one new man from the two, thus making peace; and that He might
reconcile them both to God into one body through the cross, thereby
putting to death the enmity. Ephesians 2:14-16
Jesus the word of God, as a double edged sword comes to divide the animal
nature, the outward man from the soul, “as the two seeds” in the one man in
Adam. And through the scourging and chastisements of the law, by learning
obedience unto death, death of the flesh, then the enmity is removed by making
peace “reconciliation” the Lord moulds the two into one new man.
The inward spiritual man inherits the birthrights of his outward earthy man and
becomes the firstborn of God, since the outward and the inward is only one man,
bearing the image of the Alpha Adam in order to bear the image of the Omega
Adam, the earthy to become heavenly.
Wherefore, the two Adams are the theme and diversity of the entire scriptures
which the man who seeks God’s Kingdom and righteousness has to experience
and stand as the main example to follow.
The four dimensional allegorical Biblical literature, the divine masterpiece:
The entire scriptures are made up of conceptual stories and given to man as food
for thought and as educational in order to awaken man’s inner conscience
concerning the importance of his natural existence concerning death and life. Not
life and death, but death and life since all of us are born into death and God
wants us to live. Seventy and up to one hundred years of life expectancy cannot
be considered long life and after that permanent death?
The scriptures therefore, were given to awaken our inner conscience and make
us understand our two sides. The Author gives us many clues about our two
sides, such as; do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing. The
left side as the carnal outward man and the right side as the inward man the
“soul”. The two thieves on the cross, one on Jesus’ left and the other on His right,
the case of the five wise virgins and of the five foolish virgins, as a reflection of
two parallels and vice versa, as above and below; and two men will be in the field
one is taken and the other is left behind; and no man can serve two masters and
if your right hand offends you and so forth.
We have common sayings, such as; it cost me an arm and a leg in order to
obtain something, but who is willing to sacrifice an arm and a leg “figuratively
speaking” in order to enter the heavenly kingdom? The total obedience unto God
is to become the one man in Adam, by understanding God’s ways and will and
by counting the cost, whether one has enough to build his tower or not.
Building one’s tower denotes the elevation of the mind to all the spiritual
knowledge of God in Christ Jesus. Jesus the Nazarene: translates as “watch
tower and one separated” referring to the one man who separates himself and
begins to build his watch tower, the one man full of awareness, inner conscience
awakened, searching for the knowledge of God.
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Not everyone who says to Me, “Lord, Lord” shall enter the kingdom of
heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven. Matthew 7:21
But why do you call Me “Lord, Lord” and do not do the things which I say?
Luke 6:46
The written reveals that we are animals and we have no physical advantage over
the rest of the animal species. Evidently we are the puniest of all the animals, but
since we are the crown of God’s natural creation He gave us something much
greater than physical strength, He enriched us with the power of reason and we
have the ability of discernment.
The Lord in order to reveal to all men the truth as solid evidence about the origins
of all the species including mankind, as from another angle, since man hasn’t
understood the hidden of the scriptures, God, therefore, chose certain vessels to
confirm the very fact about man’s natural evolutionary stages. Vessels of good
use such as: Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, men who devoted their
entire life in study and research.
Darwin and Wallace did not get up one morning and say to themselves, well!
From today on we will devote our lives to study the species; it is more than
certain that it was a calling from God, a God given gift and a weight upon their
shoulders, with passion in their heart and mind, a hard task finding out.
However, in later years, modern scientists left God out of the equation,
completely ignoring the divine word obviously through lack of spiritual knowledge
by not understanding its very purpose and why it was given to man in the first
place. That was due to the religious unorthodox teachings, ignorance and
hypocrisy. Looking at their brutal and ungodly deeds of the past and of the
present, their meaningless theatrical rituals and who present God ever so cruel
and unwise, even as a respecter of persons.
The scriptures reveal the truth about the false teachings
These are wells without water; clouds carried by a tempest, for whom is
reserved the blackness of darkness forever. 2 Peter 2:17

The old must pass away:
Eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth only refers to the animal nature, as the
survival of the fittest, which does not work with us humans and does not fit in our
social way of life.
God through His word gives us food for thought in order to reveal the two sides
within ourselves. Wherefore, Christ the only one who knows the two sides of
every man and since He is the designer of all things and a Philanthropist and
Saviour “life giver” abolishes the animal frame of mind, eye for an eye and tooth
for a tooth, by adding love one other, turn the other cheek and do unto
others what you want them to do unto you; even love your enemy.
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Evolution does not design, but evolution is by design and in great detail, God did
not let things happen by themselves, as if it did not matter whether a lion evolved
with two heads or a camel with six legs, as in a chaotic type of universe, but
everything was ordained by the designer onto perfection, whilst today’s evolution
is the progress of the human intelligence.
It is written that God created all things and it is the task of the sons of man to find
out.
And I set my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all that is
done under heaven; this burdensome task God has given to the sons of
man, by which they may be exercised. Ecclesiastes 1:13
I said in my heart, concerning the condition of the sons of men, God tests
them that they may see that they themselves are animals. Ecclesiastes 3:18
How much less man, that is a worm and the son of man, which is a worm?
Job 25:6
For thus says the Lord, Who created the heavens, Who is God, Who formed
the earth and made it, Who has established it, Who did not create it in vain,
Who formed it to be inhabited: “I am the Lord, and there is no other.” Isaiah
45:18
For by Him all things were created that are in heaven and that are on earth,
visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or principalities or
powers. All things were created through Him and for Him. Colossians 1:16
Since the scriptures are abstract, the fact which is a must for every man to digest
is that they are not the historical evidence of the past, establishing that nothing
whatsoever has happened in the natural. Wherefore, the Hebrew-Aramaic and
the Hellenic writings are not the evidence of past events, but the spiritual and
prophetic enlightenment to awaken man’s inner conscience, first, to the existence
of God, and second to reveal man’s origins and human condition concerning the
purpose for his natural existence and come to understand that man is not alone
and lost in the vacuum of a vast and mysterious universe.
Many of the great minds of the past confirmed that we must not see God as a
man magnified, but we have to see all things as God sees them.
God through His word tells us that we are no different to the rest of the animals,
but since we are the crown of His creation, we have to stand up and prove it, first
to ourselves and also to God Himself that we are not like the rest of the animals;
because we have the power of reason and have the ability to work things out. We
are capable through His gift of knowledge to discern, good from bad, right from
wrong.
As I have already mentioned, the entire scriptures are food for thought and at the
same time, the instructions how to reach God and accept His spiritual offer of
eternal life, storing riches in heaven.
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God knows our human condition and takes upon Himself the responsibility to
teach and to guide us. He becomes a curse for our sake to deliver us from
permanent death, at least for those who truly seek Him.
Therefore, since Christ suffered in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the
same mind, for he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin, 1
Peter 4:1
He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for My sake will
find it. Matthew 10:39
Then He said to them all, if anyone desires to come after Me, let him deny
himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow Me. Luke 9:23 (daily, points
to the symbolic six days of creation or steps of learning).
How many people up to now have truly understood the above declarations of
Jesus and what they actually mean: he who finds his life will lose it; which life
does one have to lose in order to gain one’s life; and to follow Jesus one has to
deny his own self and one must to suffer in the flesh?
The above declarations obviously go together, this means that, by understanding
the very purpose of one’s temporary existence and human condition through the
knowledge and will of God, as it is clearly stated and promised by His word of
truth only then the spiritual seed enters his mortal soul. Then, one’s animal
nature begins to manifest, the seed of the serpent is raised by the knowledge
and power of the law, thus fulfilling the written:
But I see another law in my members, warring against the law of my mind,
and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is in my members.
Romans 7:23
The law of sin within the laws of nature, points to the death process.
The definition of “sin” translates as offence, indulgence, wrongdoing and wrong
thinking, since from nature we are destined to die; this thought of entrapment
makes it an offence towards God, because man refuses God’s offering of life.
This does not mean that man is branded by God to be a sinner, deserving
condemnation and punishment, according to the irrational ideologies of the
religious ignorance, but on the contrary, man is offered salvation of his soul,
salvation by grace to become living and immortal souls and to be transformed
into living spirits. Man is offered a signed and sealed testament of authority to
become a Son and an heir of God denoting image and likeness of God.
For whom “those” He foreknew, He also predestined to be conformed to
the image of His Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brothers.
Romans 8:29
Jesus has to be the firstborn in a man’s heart “soul” until Christ is formed. Yet
again the above quote stands as a prophetic declaration, since only now the
scriptures are being revealed.
The word of God is given to make man realize that his temporary existence
without the fulfillment of God’s will for eternity, is vanity, therefore, one has to
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become a living soul, whilst God promises through His word that, there is life
beyond the natural.
“Metanoia”, derives from the Hellenic verb  which has been
translated simply as repentance, as a simple sorry, whilst in reality designates
the change of mind, Meta=after and now=I understand with my mind. This
is what it means to change one’s mind, but only after knowledge and
understanding and self denial, the denial of the animal nature which only
happens by the change of one’s old way of thinking, replacing the old wineskin
with the new.
Metanoia therefore, “the change of the old way of thinking” is a long process
through learning, knowing and understanding.
Only then one can sacrifice, expressed as losing one’s “animal” life by the
devotion to learn from God and only because he has found out that his life “real
life-Psyche” can begin again and continue on a higher level, in the spiritual realm,
in the Spiritual Universe.
Self denial does not mean that one physically has to commit suicide, in order to
lose his life, but come to understand through spiritual discernment the two sides
of his own self and the very purpose for his temporary existence and the reason
why the Lord wants to save his soul, by undressing his old nature.
The scriptures within the Hellenic writings clearly confirm the division of the two
sides of man, as the outward and as the inward man, the outward man as one’s
animal nature and the inward man as one’s human conscience, one’s own soulPsyche, one’s mind and heart, where Jesus, the spiritual and good seed can be
planted, until Christ is formed.
Until one’s mortal soul is created into a living “immortal” soul by the power of the
living Spirit of God through the divine word and in the image and likeness of God,
as a mirror image of God, holy and righteous.
As I have already mentioned: Jesus the Christ, the word and the voice of God as
a double edged sword comes to set a division, He comes to divide the outward
the animal nature from the inward, “the soul” and in time when full of age and
spiritual maturity to dress him with the divine nature.
The Spirit of God has made me, and the breath of the Almighty gives me
life. Job 33:4
The prophetic word confirms:
For whatever things were written before were written for our learning, that
we through the patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope.
Romans 15:4
The divine author stresses that all things written, all the Biblical stories were
always conceptual, spiritual and waiting to be rightly interpreted at the
predestined time, for our learning, in our time.
It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh profits nothing. The words that I
speak to you are spirit, and they are life. John 6:63
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Truly, truly, I say to you, if anyone keeps my word he shall never see death.
John 8:51
It becomes obvious that the above declarations have never been taken seriously
and perhaps they have never been read in their right context, therefore, they
have never been taught or accepted as a reality.
It is also written:
Because narrow is the gate and much sorrowful is the way which leads to
life and only few are they who find it. Matthew 7:14 (Original Hellenic text)
Religious, manmade ideologies have poisoned the entire scriptures by erasing,
blotting out the word of truth and the will of God for all mankind, first: by dividing
God and His Christ and second: by dividing the entire human race into different
traditional beliefs, light years away from the foundational doctrine and
instructions of God, causing racism and hatred.
Common sense
If there is only one God, then why should He choose to divide the human race
into different religions, with different messengers and with different teachings?
Clearly, it does not make any sense, since religion has portrayed God as an
unwise entity who does not know what He is doing, a punishing tyrant, who hates
His creation, a killer God who on the contrary gave the commandment “you
shall not kill”.
The truth is, beyond any shadow of doubt, all these foolish, illogical assumptions
have been made up by bloodthirsty men, who love to control others by the sword,
wherefore this, not only reveals the animal feral nature of man, but also that there
is something wrong with his mentality exercising sheer stubbornness, for the
sake of what? The true God does not need man to defend Him…
The three major monotheistic religions on this planet today although they claim
that they believe and serve the one and the same God, they cannot even sit at
the same table either to share a thought or to have a dialogue.
Each one claims that his god is much greater than the god of the other two, plus
their way of approaching their god is the true way; definitely, this is childish
behaviour and an illogical surmise from grown up and educated men, to accept
and to believe that the one and same god would give each one different
instruction.
It is therefore ironic and irrational to think and to perceive that the one and same
God would play such trickery with these three monotheistic religions which has
caused havoc over the years.
The fact is: religion was never ordained by God nor has anything to do with God,
since it is based upon man’s racist and fanatic ideologies, which are contrary to
the true God and His word, the God of knowledge, of wisdom, of love and
compassion who offers eternal life by grace.
It is written:
He who does not love does not know God, for God is love. 1 John 4:8
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For this is the love of God, that we keep His commandments. And His
commandments are not burdensome. 1 John 5:3
Today, the entire world’s peace stability and progress of a democratic society are
hanging on a thread, due to all the religious manmade ideologies and extremism
and power politics, proving that they have nothing to do with God and His Christ.
If this unruly upheaval, carries on, not before long, will bring destruction,
desolation to our human species together with all the rest of the species including
our beautiful planet.
The biggest mistake ever made, was for governments to give freedom and
authority to religions (religion and state) to become autonomous and even to be
exempted from taxation, this means that they became anarchic and filthy rich
organizations, operating outside the judicial and justice system of the democratic
world, no matter what wrongs they do.
Everywhere we look, atrocities are committed each and every day, either by
religious extremists or by political warlords and are ever increasing, proving
beyond doubt, the shallow state frame of mind, the unwise thinking of the animal
nature and animal behaviour who is in total ignorance, oblivious to the laws and
divine instructions of God’s word for equality, peace and social justice.
Wars, homicide, poverty, slavery, diseases and despair will carry on increasing
as long as the animal and corrupt nature of man rules this world, especially by
the greedy few who exercise globalization, as the survival of the fittest, as in the
none speaking and thinking animal kingdom.
God’s word of truth is meant to give enlightenment to all mankind about the
salvation of his humane soul and to bring love, harmony and peace of mind.
The religious ignorant hierarchs always insist and boast about the fathers of their
counterfeit organization, the so-called church, but the truth is, there were never
any fathers from the apostolic church, the elusive apostolic church never existed,
it was always a prophetic declaration, shadow of things to come. The fathers they
boast about, the fathers of their religion were mere priests, ignorant to the word
of truth, whilst the fathers of the true Ecclesia are the patriarchs of the scriptures,
Moses, the Prophets and the apostolic teachings through Christ Jesus. The true
Ecclesia, the house, the tabernacle and the temple of God is man’s soul, man’s
inward man, the one who delights in the laws of God.
Confirmation:
Thus says the Lord: Heaven is My throne, and the earth is My footstool.
Where is the house that you will build Me? And where is the place of My
rest? Isaiah 66:1
Heaven is My throne, and the earth is My footstool. What house will you
build for Me? Says the Lord, or what is the place of My rest? Acts 7:49
God, who made the world and everything in it, since He is Lord of heaven
and earth, does not dwell in temples made with hands. Acts 17:24
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The religious have been building elaborate houses to accommodate their god
and for so many centuries now, whilst the true God has no need or the desire to
dwell in manmade buildings, He is not an idol; God is Spirit, He is a consuming
fire and unquenchable light and a personal God and can be approached in truth,
in the spirit of the mind anywhere and everywhere and not in specified manmade
buildings.
For instance:
It is very strange that Josephus, the first century Jewish historian does not
mention in his writings about the apostolic church, especially about Jesus, but
what about Josephus parents and grandparents; didn’t they see or hear about
Jesus? The miracle superman, who raised the dead?
Logically though, what will be the point for Jesus to raise someone physically
from the dead; if the man is going to die yet again? It does not make any sense
and it must be horrific for a man to taste physical death twice.
God through Jesus Christ “the voice and word of God” promises to all mankind
victory over death, denoting the resurrection of the mortal soul and not dead
people coming out of the grave as zombies.
Allegorical examples that cannot be taken literally:
When Gideon came, behold, a man was relating a dream to his friend. And
he said, Behold, I had a dream; a loaf of barley bread was tumbling into the
camp of Midian and it came to the tent and struck it so that it fell, and
turned it upside down so that the tent lay flat. Judges 7:13
For you shall go out with joy, and be led out with peace; the mountains and
the hills shall break forth into singing before you, and all the trees of the
field shall clap their hands. Isaiah 55:12
Which things are: an allegory “” for these are the two
covenants: the one from Mount Sinai which gives birth to bondage, which
is Agar. Galatians 4:24
For this Agar is Mount Sinai in Arabia, and corresponds to Jerusalem
which now is, and is in bondage with her children. Galatians 4:25
How can any man who exercises common sense, believe that a loaf of barley
bread would roll in a camp and smite a tent so hard that it will collapse, hills can
sing and trees can clap their hands; and how is Agar or Hagar the slave woman,
Mount Sinai?
Taking the scriptures literally is like believing in fairy tales, in green horses, pink
elephants and extraterrestrials who always visit our planet at night; perhaps they
are afraid they will be burnt by our Sun.
Therefore, why should the scriptures mention someone’s dream and what is the
spiritual significance of the dream?
The true interpretation: the barley bread points to the law which judges the carnal
man, who represents the tent, the tabernacle of the flesh and not a natural tent.
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The name Midian translates as “strife” given as a key and points to the man
who strives “wrestles” with God to gain the kingdom.
Gideon: translates as the one who “cuts-divides-hewer” referring to the word
of God, Jesus, invisibly as Gideon, walks right through the entire scriptures and
not physically in the world.
David arose and went, he and his men, and killed two hundred men of the
Philistines. And David brought their foreskins, and they gave them in full
count to the king, that he might become the king's son-in-law. Then Saul
gave him Michal his daughter as a wife. 1 Samuel 18:2
Was David a cruel butcher?
Yet again, what is the spiritual significance of the 200 foreskins of the death of
the Philistines?
Firstly: the 200 is only a key number and point to the 200 measures or cubits
which are two thirds of the length of the ark, referring to Moses and the Prophets,
the baptism in the laws of God and death of the flesh.
Secondly: the Philistines represent the seed of the devil, the bad seed, the tares
and the chaff, the bad seed which Samson burnt with 300 foxes and killed 3000
Philistines in their temple, denoting the destruction of the flesh, whilst on parallel
lines 3000 were saved on the day of Pentecost.
Thirdly: the foreskin symbolically represents the veil which lies in front of the
eyes of the carnal man, stopping him to see the spiritual. The foreskin: as the
covering of the productive “procreation” organ of the carnal animal nature, God
wants to replace with the spiritual procreation, spiritual seed. The veil has to be
torn from top to bottom, denoting that only the spiritual understanding of the word
can tear the veil, the middle wall of partition and again pointing to the walls of
Jericho and the flesh.
The cutting of the foreskin is only metaphorical and denotes man’s carnality and
to be exercised physically is a pointless act and totally fruitless, since it does not
teach anything to nobody, no elevation of the mind and no spiritual
understanding, but only physical pain.
Michal as a key translates as “who is like God” pointing to the tabernacle of the
flesh of Jesus and the living soul, image and likeness of God; David building the
tabernacle but in a different story lining.
Therefore, if an uncircumcised man keeps the righteous requirements of
the law, will not his un-circumcision be counted as circumcision and will
not the physically uncircumcised, if he fulfills the law, judge you who, even
with your written code and circumcision, are a transgressor of the law? For
he is not a Jew who is one outwardly, nor is circumcision that which is
outward in the flesh; but he is a Jew who is one inwardly; and circumcision
is that of the heart, in the Spirit, not in the letter; whose praise is not from
men, but from God. Romans 2:26-29
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What advantage then has the Jew, or what is the profit of circumcision?
Romans 3:1
And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my
body to be burned, but have not love, it profits me nothing. 1 Corinthians
13:3
For all the law is fulfilled in one word, even in this: “You shall love your
pleeseeon as yourself.” Galatians 5:14 (Hellenic text)
The Biblical Jew refers to the inward man, the one who cannot be seen, whilst
the Biblical Hellene refers to the outward man who can be seen, but both the Jew
and the Hellene are one man and interchangeable. First to the Jew and also to
the Hellene “as one man” and who also symbolically, represent the two
covenants; and they could be any man from any nationality.
Pleeseeon: spiritually refers to one’s inward man “one’s nearest one” where
Christ is and therefore, not one’s next door neighbour. This does not mean that
one has to hate one’s next door neighbour or neighbours, since the word of God
is food for thought and of instruction, simultaneously killing two birds with the
same stone as it were…
The Prophetic word testifies:
It is written that: Adam is the type “archetype” of the future; shadow of things
to come, this means that a natural Adam never existed. All things written were
prophetic and for our admonition today, since the spiritual interpretation of the
divine word was never given before to any previous generations, but for today to
our generation. The truth is this; man was never before ready to receive it or was
allowed to receive it, by religious ideologies and ignorance, no freedom of
speech or human rights. Today, the very same religious organisations are trying
to abolish the freedom of speech, the human rights act and the democratic
progress and plunge today’s generation back to the dark ages, for the simple
reason that they do not want their falsehood and dark past to be exposed.
Adam as the chief protagonist of the entire scriptural idiom stands as the
example for those to come. God intentionally asks Adam: who opened your
eyes? God did not say to him, who told you that you are sinning, but asked him if
he ate from the tree “wood” of knowledge? Proving that unless one eats from the
tree of knowledge one’s eyes shall never become opened to the conceptual
language of the divine word and of God’s will. As I have already mentioned, the
tree of knowledge is Jesus, the word and the knowledge of God Himself and not
an actual tree.
For centuries the manmade religious ignorant doctrines claimed the opposite,
because the scriptures have been taken literally and since then, it has become a
taboo in their doctrine to approach and eat from the tree “figuratively speaking”
pointing to Jesus in order to receive the knowledge of God.
The reason Jesus warns: you search the scriptures thinking that in them you
will find eternal life and refuse to come to me that you may have life.
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According to the religious, only their hierarchs are the one’s who have the
authority to interpret the scriptures and no one else, which is absolutely rubbish
and a lie, since no religion on this planet was ever ordained by God, neither do
they have anything to do with God nor do they understand the scriptures up until
this very day; the fact which God Himself proves through His word, which I quote
down the pages in the next article.
Thus, falsely claiming that it is sinful to receive enlightenment which is contrary to
the will of God, who truly wants man to desire, to covet His knowledge and come
under the power of His laws and under the spiritual creation and adoption
process.
The Lord warns:
Why, although living in the world, do you subject yourselves to “man’s”
ordinances?
Such as:
Do not handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!? Colossians 2:21
The above quote most definitely refers to the tree of knowledge and of wisdom,
the spiritual divine knowledge and wisdom of God, which only can be received
through Jesus the Christ.
Jesus accuses the religious:
Blind guides, who strain out the gnat but swallow the camel! Matthew 23:24
The Lord’s advice to all those who truly seek His knowledge:
The God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give to you the
spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him. Ephesians 1:17
This proves that there is no way possible that man’s animal nature will ever come
to understand the knowledge of God, unless he covets for the fruit of
enlightenment through the spirit of wisdom and revelation. The above declaration
also proves that the scriptures are spiritual and that they cannot be taken literally,
why then, does one need the spirit of wisdom and revelation in order to
understand the literal of the word?
When one truly seeks the knowledge of the Lord, one approaches Jesus, who
stands as the tree of knowledge, to eat the flesh of the fruit, referring to the flesh
of Jesus, eating the flesh of Jesus, to receive spiritual knowledge from above
which only happens by the elevation of the mind.
Wherefore, neither a wafer thin biscuit nor breadcrumbs dipped in wine will open
one’s mind to the spiritual knowledge of the word nor do biscuits and
breadcrumbs represent the body of Christ, or natural wine His Spirit, the
meaningless theatrical ritual of the religious ignorance, deceiving the vulnerable.
The flesh of Jesus “the heavenly bread” is the knowledge of the law “the flood of
knowledge” and the wine or blood is the Spiritual teaching and interpretation of
His divine word.
Therefore, there is no reason for the religious to become upset to seek
vengeance, who still love the red carpet treatment from people who live under
the poverty line, whilst it is written that vengeance belongs to me says the
Lord (Hebrews 10:30) but they themselves should surrender to God and repent
for being deceitful and re-examine the scriptures and also allow and urge their
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followers to read the scriptures just the same. Religion needs to abolish all the
manmade synopses and illogical brutal laws, which are light years from the
Biblical teaching, imposing heavy burdens upon their followers, brainwashing
them to such an extent, turning man against man, father against his son and
brother against his brother.
Instead of following the Lord’s advice:
Casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the
knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience
of Christ, 2 Corinthians 10:5
Vengeance of the Lord is against the carnal man and not against the human
race, but since the religious have taken the scriptures literally, it would be better if
they listen to the commandment of the Lord “you shall not kill” but since they
have no spirituality and the love of God, they show no compassion.
Beginning of knowledge:
One has to start from the Garden, from Genesis, denoting the spiritual birth, the
adoption and regeneration process through spiritual enlightenment.
The Lord, as the good shepherd guides all those who hunger and thirst for God’s
knowledge and who truly seek His Kingdom and His righteousness.
One has to deny his carnal old man (like splitting the atom) and “follow” walk with
Jesus “teaching” through the two branches of the tree of knowledge of good and
evil, until perfect knowledge, until the man of God is fully furnished and fully
prepared for the good works according to the Lord.
Wherefore, the scriptures only apply to the one man who has his upper room
“head and mind” fully furnished and prepared for the Passover, for Christ to
come and pass “cross” him over from death unto life. “I come quickly” referring
to the word of God received lightning fast.
Keep the word of prophecy until I come, until I manifest, until I am formed in you,
when you have your upper room enlarged “increased” in all knowledge, fully
prepared and fully furnished.
The one man who carries his last water jar containing the 2 and 3 measures and
he is ready for Christ to come and change the water into wine, freed from the
law, freed from the carnal state of mind, washed and cleansed by the word of
truth, worthy of the high calling.
This is the very purpose of the six stone water jars at the wedding of Cana, which
only represent six steps of spiritual learning, while receiving the laws and
knowledge of God, standing as a parallel to the symbolic six day creation of the
man of God. Whilst the jar or jars, same as the allegorical ark of Noah, the
Tabernacle in the wilderness, the Ark of the Covenant, and the Temple of God
only represent the head and mind of the one man in Adam and not natural object
relics of the past.
And He sent two of His disciples and said to them, go into the city and a
man will meet you carrying a clay water jar; follow him. Mark 14:13
Then he will show you a large upper room, furnished and prepared; there
make ready for us. Mark 14:15
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(Jesus enters the large upper room, the house of bread, filled with the twelve
loaves of spiritual knowledge.)
Yet again from another level of spiritual understanding we can go back to Jericho
and the two spies who entered the fortified city pointing to Moses and the
Prophets, the two measures of water; and Rahab the harlot kept them in her
upper room, which represents the head and mind of the true disciple who is
under the severe judgements of the law. She kept them in her attic among the
flax, cryptically denoting the linen cloth and pointing to the white pure garments
of salvation and waiting for Jesus the Christ to come and deliver him, by
breaking, by demolishing the fortified walls of man’s carnality, by changing the
water into wine.
Yet again, we can go to the man who descends to Jericho that was attacked by
thieves and was left half dead, whilst the Levi and the priest who symbolically
represent the law and the judgements of the law, left him lying there half dead,
but this time the Good Samaritan, who is Christ Himself delivers him and anoints
him with oil and wine.
Do not harm the oil and the wine… Rev. 6:6
Looking at the scriptures from another level, the certain man represents the true
disciple, the one man in Adam being crucified, between two thieves; mind
descending into Jericho, into Hades and into darkness, denoting the death of the
flesh, by the judgements of the law which demolish the middle wall, the wall of
partition whilst partaking of the bitter cup.
The thieves point to the cross and Jesus the deliverer in their midst, the one thief
repents and points to the inward man, the other does not repent because of the
enmity and points to the outward man, but by having the enmity removed ”the
middle wall removed” by the cross.
The certain man is left only half dead, denoting the death of the flesh and the
resurrection of the dead soul. The two thieves obviously point to Esau and Jacob,
Jacob as the thief who steals his brother’s birthrights, whilst Esau as the carnal
man is accused by the law to be a thief.
The certain man’s carnal outward man died but not his inward spiritual man, he
was delivered by Christ, anointing him with the spirit of life.
Jesus questions:
So which of these three do you think was neighbour “the pleeseeon” to
him who fell among the thieves? Luke 10:36
The Biblical literature, the masterpiece of God’s hand, written metaphorically on
four dimensions of knowledge, three levels and magnitudes of spiritual
knowledge against the one level and magnitude of the literal.
The certain man with the water jar:
It is a well known fact that in ancient times, men did not go down to the water
hole nor did they carry water jars on their heads or shoulders, it was a woman’s
task, symbolically representing the flesh of man, the reason why it is written that
the head of the woman is man, as Christ is the head of man, of the Ecclesia. This
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does not mean that a woman is inferior, but man and woman “Anthropos”
together make up a whole person, as Adam and Eve. Due to the
misinterpretation of the scriptures religion has completely degraded the female
gender which carries on up to this very day, whilst the word testifies that in the
Lord there is neither male nor female but all one in Christ, denoting that both man
and woman are equal.
Why was this certain unnamed man that Jesus mentions carrying a water jar up
to his large upper room?
The jar and the large upper room refer to one’s head and mind, mind elevated,
born of water, born above, born in the spirit of the mind, referring to Christ’s
teaching from above and has nothing to do with water jars, but only symbolic
concepts.
The two disciples specifically sent to meet the unnamed water jar carrier were
Simon-Peter and John, the two closest and beloved disciples of Jesus. Their
names are given as key factors and point to the one man who is the listener of
the Spirit and who has been built upon the rock foundation doctrine of Christ.
“Simon-Peter” symbolically represents the listener of the Spirit and “John”
symbolically yet again, represents the grace of God, Simon-Peter and John as
one man, who is the listener of the Spirit who by the grace of God has his upper
room-head and mind and who is on his last water jar, fully furnished and fully
prepared for Jesus the Christ to come and deliver him.
The clay water jar contains two measures of water “Moses and the Prophets” and
waiting for Jesus “the third measure” to come and change the water into wine,
passing from death unto life.
This is the elusive and allegorical language of the entire scriptures, “the unknown
tongues” written in cryptic keys, whilst from another spiritual level of
understanding; Peter and John also represent the two loaves of bread offered at
Pentecost, when the Spirit descends and the knowledge of Jesus as the other
one loaf offered at Tabernacles.
Wherefore, the one man under the instructions of God is able to put all the
picture fragments together, that is, all the spiritual knowledge.
Although we read a Biblical story and seems like a natural event, in reality
though, it is only the spiritual teaching of Christ from above, in the head and mind
“the upper room” of the true disciple.
Wherefore, the spiritual significance reads: by the grace of God to the listener of
the Spirit who has been built upon the rock foundation doctrine of Christ and has
his upper room “head and mind” fully furnished and fully prepared, fully
enlightened, the Lord will pass him over (Passover) from death unto life, which
are the Biblical instructions, the spiritual message and God’s promise to the
listener and the doer.
The entire scriptures are the spiritual instructions to the one man in Adam, the
one man who enters the narrow door and walks the sorrowful way that leads unto
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eternal life. Eating of the bread of sorrow and of affliction which eventually, will
enable him to undress his carnal outward man who stubbornly resists instruction
and obedience; denoting the battle between the flesh and the Spirit.
The very reason Jesus tells Simon-Peter who portrays the inward man to forgive
his brother, referring to his outward man not just seven times, but seventy times
seven (70x7=490) until the sanctuary is cleansed and pointing to the 70 weeks of
Daniel.
Wherefore, the scriptures are personal, as God is personal to the one man who
covets for the knowledge of God and no man has to be a religious radical person.
Morality is also personal, it is within everyman’s human conscience and for those
who break the moral codes, there are law courts to be dealt accordingly and has
nothing to do with religion.
Self denial:
To deny one’s own-self is to deny one’s animal nature which lacks spiritual
knowledge and wisdom, who from childhood has been brainwashed with all the
vain beliefs of the Stone Age religious superstitions and who considers the
knowledge “the things” of the Spirit of God to be foolishness. This is the reason
why no man can put new wine in an old wineskin, a change of mind must take
place first “Metanoia”. The animal nature can be seen in motion today in front of
our eyes by the religious and political radicals and the lovers of money.
Jesus the Lord makes it clear by saying: he who loses his life shall gain his
life, referring to lose one’s animal nature; undress one’s old man. The purpose of
the law is to lift up “manifest” firstly the seed of the serpent, the carnal side of
man in order to allow one’s human side to manifest, expressed as the son of
man, pointing to one’s soul, “Psychee” heart and mind, the “new man”. The
one man who can be dressed with the divine nature, by becoming a living soul
and in continuation a living spirit. Soul-Psycheé in its correct pronunciation…
See picture: 300 foxes in the gallery tab
TwelveLoaves: The awakening-call, revealing the allegorical language “the
spiritual knowledge” of the Biblical Literature…
To be continued…
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